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Response to reviewers

Clinical Observations on Chemotherapy Curable Malignancies, Unique Genetic Events, Frozen Development and Enduring Apoptotic Potential

Dear BMC Cancer,

Thank you for the recent email regarding the submission. My particular thanks to the reviewers for dealing with such a long manuscript and unusual subject.

In response to the reviewer’s comments I have made a number of changes as follows;

1/ I have removed the comments (reviewer MP page 14 line 14) re meiosis and nuclear fusion from manuscript
2/ I have edited the paper and made a number of typographical and detailed improvements
3/ I have redrafted the introduction in the manner suggested by reviewer MP.

4/ With regard to the incorporation of additional molecular data and omics study, I would prefer to not attempt this. I would regard this paper as written by a clinician for other clinicians and the general research world. I have no specialist expertise in these areas and would prefer to present the paper as concept rather than look at details that I most certainly and potentially many general readers would struggle with.
Yours sincerely

Philip Savage